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And the winner is... 
Matt Kohan named 2015 Firefighter of the Year 

A 
fter a slew of awards were given out 

to recognize the many people who 

contributed to the success of Tampa 

Fire Rescue throughout the previous year, 

attendees of the 27th Annual Awards Banquet 

anxiously awaited the recipient of the final 

award of the night. Bay News 9 anchor and 

banquet mistress of ceremonies Erica Riggins 

made the announcement that of the four quar-

terly award winners Firefighter Matthew Ko-

han had been selected as Tampa Fire Res-

cue’s Firefighter of the Year for 2015. 

    Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn and Fire 

Chief Tom Forward presented the trophy to 

Kohan before the crowd of hundreds of at-

tendees at the Tampa Waterside Marriott. 

Matthew was joined by his family— wife 

Megan, son Blaine and daughter Emma — to 

accept the award. Tampa Fire Rescue sup-

porters Bright House Networks and Bill Cur-

rie Ford among others donated prizes in 

recognition of Kohan’s achievement.  

     “I’m very honored and humbled to be se-

lected,” said Kohan following the event. With 

ten years on the job Kohan is one of the 

younger firefighters in recent years to be se-

lected for the annual award. “I always felt 

that the Firefighter of the Quarter and Fire-

fighter of the Year awards were reserved for 

the more senior firefighters who worked so 

long with such dedication to the job,” Kohan 

said. “I’m surprised to be selected as such a 

junior guy.” 

    Kohan has accumulated some important 

qualifications during his time with the depart-

ment. He is a Pro Board-certified in Urban 

Search and Rescue (USAR) and HAZMAT 

and is a qualified member  of the marine divi-
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Firefighter Matthew Kohan, assigned to Engine 1B, was named Tampa’s 2015 Firefighter of 

the Year during the 27th Annual Awards Banquet October 16. Photo courtesy Henry Williams 
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L 
ike many of you, I am a 

firefighter of faith and I 

use many biblical teach-

ings as guidance in my personal 

and professional life. One par-

ticular bible verse that I have 

become particularly fond of 

over the past decade or so that 

I’d like to share is a verse found 

in the Gospel of Matthew 20:27 

of the King James Version that 

reads, “And whosoever will be 

chief among you, let him be your servant.” 

    Regardless of your personal faith or affiliation, this pas-

sage has obvious application to fire and emergency services. 

Tampa Fire Rescue’s Mission Statement is “to protect our 

community by providing immediate response to all requests 

for service.” 

    The very essence of being a servant is recognizing that the 

needs of others are more important than our own. Humility 

isn’t so much a practice as it is a character trait. Most of us 

have taken an oath to protect and serve those in our commu-

nities who allow us to work in this profession. 

More and more these days, we see firefighters hedge on that 

oath. Their level of service seems to be commensurate to the 

level of their compensation and benefits. This is one area 

where those members of our volunteer ranks teach us career 

professionals the real meaning of selflessness. I’m not cer-

tain there’s any more important quality we as leaders can 

instill in others than humility. 

    Willingness to serve is certainly commendable, but the 

willingness coupled with a clear understanding of the goal to 

be accomplished is even more powerful. Serving with pur-

pose obviously requires a high degree of dedication. But just 

as importantly, it requires a great deal of thought in terms of 

where our talent, skill and experience best serves the depart-

ment. 

    Manifest discipline emotionally, professionally, morally 

and intellectually. Let your discipline be revealed in the way 

you dress, speak, walk, work, and comport yourself with co-

workers and the public. Develop attention to detail. Start 

small and work up. Take pride in the little things and shine 

on the big things. We should all embrace compassion as 

strength. Know that to be able to live and work with com-

passion takes far more strength and courage than hardening 

your heart and closing yourself off to the vulnerabilities, 

tenderness, and suffering of others. Indifference is sad. An 

erosion of empathy is growing in our world born from fear, 

weakness, and rampant self-centeredness. This “new nor-

mal” is destroying our world. We all can sense it and we 

must become radicals to this destructive trend. Be a beacon 

and embrace your highest self. 

    Be polite. This is another form of self-discipline. Rude-

ness is pure unadulterated laziness. Disrespect and poor 

manners have spread through society like an unchecked vi-

rus. This applies to husbands and wives, children and par-

ents, firefighters to patients, firefighters to firefighters, and 

strangers to strangers. Manners, or the lack of them, are 

astonishingly contagious, especially in the larger cities. But I 

have had the pleasure to travel to places where people still 

act with manners, places where behaving rudely is shameful 

and considered an act of weakness. Today, in our rapidly 

changing world, teeming with multiple cultures and belief 

systems, being respectful and considerate of other people is 

seen as an act of rebellion. Shameful! 

    We committed professionals must elevate public service 

to a spiritual path, even if the public does not always seem 

deserving. Even if the public is abusing the system, ignorant, 

manipulative, or drowning in fear and anxiety and even if 

sometimes you feel a particular patient or call does not de-

serve your time, practice service every day you show up to 

work. Jesus, Mother Theresa, Gandhi, and the Rev. Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr. at times questioned their work. They 

sometimes wondered if the people they were giving every-

thing for were worthy, but they carried on. This says more 

about them than those they served. Being a servant is a way 

of life, one that requires a softening of ego, a placing of 

one’s needs off to the side in order to help other more vul-

nerable souls. And yet, by living this way, one’s heart is ex-

panded, and one’s life grows larger. This isn’t easy. It can 

sometimes be really, really, really hard. I sometimes struggle 

with this myself. However, if it were that easy, everyone 

would be doing it and the whole world would be trans-

formed. Let’s transform our little corner of the world, one 

call at a time. 

    Also, be loyal to your mate, family, crew, fellow firefight-

ers and the department. I don’t know why this seems to be so 

hard, but for some reason it is. Do not aid and abet others in 

their disloyalties. Do not cover for cheating firefighters. Do 

not foster an environment where this is cool or accepted. 

Lying and betraying others is not cool or 
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C 
ybersecurity has 

increasingly 

become a matter 

of national importance.  

Recent attacks against 

private companies and 

government systems 

have resulted in mil-

lions of dollars in losses 

and compromised clas-

sified information and 

personal data.  An inter-

active map that visual-

izes the global cyber 

war in real time can be 

found at http://

map.norsecorp.com/ 

    To combat this new 

form of warfare, Flori-

da Center for Cyberse-

curity at the University 

of South Florida was 

established with a mission to act as a statewide clearinghouse 

for sharing knowledge, resources, and training opportunities 

to help mitigate cybersecurity threats. 

    Last month, the Office of Emergency Management was 

able to attend the Florida Center for Cybersecurity Annual 

Conference to learn more about state and national initiatives.  

The keynote speaker at the event was retired four-star gen-

eral of the United States Army and former National Security 

Agency (NSA) Director Keith Alexander.   

    General Alexander highlighted the global challenges and 

threats we are currently facing from adversarial countries and 

non-state actors (i.e., Islamic State, Deep Panda, Anony-

mous, etc.) and the need for private companies and govern-

ments at all levels to “lean forward” on their approach to 

protect, detect, respond, and recover from cyber-attacks.  He 

believes that future world conflicts will increasingly be 

fought in cyberspace. 

    For the City of Tampa, cyber-attacks against our residents, 

local businesses, city 

network, and critical 

infrastructure systems 

(i.e., utility controls, 

ports, pipelines, etc.) are 

a major concern for the 

Office of Emergency 

Management and the 

T&I Information Securi-

ty Office.   

    All employees should 

remain vigilant against 

cyber-attacks and ensure 

cybersecurity best prac-

tices are observed both 

at home and in your 

workplace.  A few steps 

you can take to mini-

mize your chances of an 

incident include: 

 

    If you are interested in 

more information about cybersecurity please visit http://

www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect  

Confronting Cyber Attacks in Tampa  
By John Antapasis 

Keith Brian Alexander, former director of the National Security Agency, 

was the keynote speaker at a conference on cyber security at the USF 

Marshal Student Center.  Photo courtesy ANDY JONES/Tampa Tribune. 

Used with permission  

 Monitor and follow direction from Information Se-

curity Alerts and Advisories provided by T&I In-

formation Security Office. 

 Follow city policies regarding computer network 

use. 

 Set strong passwords, change them regularly, and 

don’t share them with anyone. 

 Keep your operating system, browser, and software 

up to date.  

 Use privacy settings and limit the amount of per-

sonal information you post online.  

 Be cautious about offers online – if it sounds too 

good to be true, it probably is. 

HAZMAT Refresher Training 
Class Dates: 

November 16-20   

November 23-25 (TIA Only) 

November 30-December 4 

December 7-11 

December 14-18 

 All classes will be held at the TFR training 
grounds except as indicated 

 Classes last 4 hours 

 Two sessions per day: 0830-1230 and  
1330-1730 

 Uniform for the training is Class B 

http://www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect
http://www.dhs.gov/stopthinkconnect
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F 
riends of Tampa Firefighters presented a four-day ed-

ucational symposium October 27-30. The first two 

days were Hands On Training (HOT) classes. The 

Advanced Extrication Course, consisting of multiple extrica-

tion stations was  a one-day class during which equipment 

vendors were on hand to instruct and provide the use of the 

latest in extrication equipment. Stepps Towing provided mul-

tiple vehicles in various configurations for extrication exer-

cises. 

    The other courses lasted two day and included Engine 

Company Ops with Live Fire Training and Firefighter Safety 

and Survival. Both entailed two days of  aggressive, hands 

on practical evolutions.  

    The Live Fire exercises were held in the burn chamber 

where full response and extinguishment was possible. Over 

the course of the two days eight live fire scenarios were man-

aged by fully equipped firefighters from response to extin-

guishment. Firefighters had a chance to perform in a variety 

of roles. Participants were also afforded the opportunity to 

experience the dramatic flash over simulator provided by 

Hillsborough County Fire Rescue. Several instructors were 

on hand to assist with safety and instruction. 

    The Safety and Survival course was handled by five in-

structors who were on hand to aid and instruct in all phases 

of the class which consisted of practical evolution from bail 

outs to air management.  

    In all, more than thirty volunteer instructors were utilized 

over the two days of live, hands-on training for instruction 

and safety purposes. 

    On the last two days, October 29-30, participants and sym-

posium attendees were treated to lectures by three different 

speakers. On Thursday, Deputy Chief Frank Viscuso present-

ed Step Up Your Teamwork. On Friday there were two 

speakers: Ric Jorge who gave a talk entitled The Courage 

From Within, and Shaun Gray with Fighting Fire From the 

Burn Side. 

    Thursday night a complimentary social was held at the 

Tampa Firefighters Museum. The live music, dinner, and an 

open bar gave the attendees a chance to socialize in a more 

relaxed setting and allow them to share personal stories about 

their time in the fire service.   

    The live training and Symposium would not have been 

possible without the generous contributions and help from 

many vendors and most importantly the firefighter attendees. 

    During the four days of the symposium approximately 250 

firefighters had an opportunity to expand their knowledge of 

fire service operations and crew management. It was a great 

opportunity to learn  and share experience with others. 

Firefighter Symposium emphasizes leadership, training 
By Robert Barnett 

Firefighters train during a live fire exercise at the TFR training 

grounds during the 2015 Firefighter Symposium. Photo courtesy 

Friends of Tampa Firefighters. 

Approximately 250 firefighters attended the Firefighter 

Symposium held at the Tampa Waterside Marriott October 

27-30. Photo courtesy Friends of Tampa Firefighters. 

Firefighters participate in an extrication training event as part 

of the 2015 Firefighters Symposium. Attendees took advantage 

of several hands-on training opportunities  as well as leader-

ship seminars. Photo courtesy Friends of Tampa Firefighters. 
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C 
ommand performance that cre-

ates effective operational action 

is driven by size-up of the critical 

factors, sound decision making and com-

munications (commo) from the incident 

commander (IC). Positive action on the 

task and tactical levels is directly con-

nected to the support and assistance the 

IC provides. Perhaps more than any-

thing, the IC’s words coming over the radio is the most obvi-

ous way anybody knows the IC is in business. Engines have 

nozzles, trucks have ladders and the IC has a radio mic. The 

IC initiates, manages, monitors and completes tactical action 

with effective commo, i.e., the words. The IC is on stage ver-

bally over the radio, and their voice can cool off the heat of 

battle. How well the IC personally manages their use of 

words sends a message about their efficacy and is the direct 

result of the IC’s using the standard, functional communica-

tions procedures, techniques and behaviors explained in this 

article. Always remember: You must control yourself before 

you can control anyone or anything else. The IC must start 

under control, stay in control and never lose control. Moving 

forward we will speak to more particular elements but here 

are a few to consider: 

     1.  If you are IC No. 1, transmit a standard initial radio 

report (IRR). That front-end report establishes the foundation 

for solid, ongoing incident commo. This basic command and 

control at the start sends an audible message to everyone lis-

tening that an IC has established command and is now in 

business. Many times, we won’t establish effective commo 

or command if we foul up the IRR.  

     2.  When we listen to air-traffic controllers, pilots and 

effective ICs, they seem to have “flattened” their voices to 

sound clinical; they all sound the same. Make a conscious 

effort to identify and eliminate your personal voice inflec-

tions and accents. Control and manage your personal speak-

ing mannerisms, etc. Practice sounding like you are highly 

interested, awake and connected (calm/cool) to the ongoing 

commo flow that represents command’s strategic level.  

     3.  Manage your tone, as well. Be conscious of how your 

voice sounds (listen, evaluate, practice, improve). Effective 

voice tone means saying standard command words in a 

smart, easy to understand way. Maintain an ideal volume—

not too loud or too soft. Speak in such a way that any slight 

increase or decrease in volume will send a message that 

matches the situation’s urgency. Learn to modulate the sound 

of your voice to match the circumstances. A minor change in 

your volume can greatly affect the meaning of the message 

you send.  

     4.  Connect to listeners’ ears using a smooth pace/rate. 

Listeners can overdose on commo if it is too rapid or fall 

asleep if it is too slow. Talk so the troops like to hear your 

voice because it delivers a feeling of calm control and en-

hances their confidence.  

     5.  Clarity and enunciation are critical. Don’t slur words, 

and don’t drag them on. Use a smooth speaking rhythm. 

Avoid distracting commo habits—no gum, toothpicks, etc. 

that interfere with your communications/message.  

     6.  The IC’s language is critical. This is stressed in 

theTFR FCO Course. Use simple, standard, understandable, 

actionable words arranged in short phrases that fit the receiv-

ers’ listening span of control, which is limited based on com-

pressed time and the usual level of fireground confusion.  

     7.  Continually send messages that reflect your command 

presence. Your stature should be cool and calm. Don’t get 

excited. Control your emotions (don’t get angry), yet remain 

firm, confident and decisive. Do not scream or mumble. You 

should sound (and be) sober and act like a strategic boss. 

Don’t be a commo bully. Be vocally nice. Avoid sarcasm 

and mean or negative stuff. Remain highly aware, conscious 

and responsive. Eliminate chatting. Your voice should create 

confidence in command.  

     8.  The IC must focus on controlling and managing prob-

lems. Commo should help coordinate actions that solve these 

problems. Exchange information and report on mostly nega-

tive conditions that require action. Quickly report positive 

stuff as it is completed, and then move on to solving the next 

critical problem.  

     9.  Use simple language so the commo is interoperative, 

interchangeable and operationally predictable; we want eve-

rybody to use the same language in similar situations. Use 

the right amount of words. Master the art of brevity; practice 

word discipline.  

   10.  Understand that the command post is really a listening 

post. Eliminate communication barriers. Quickly sequester 

yourself inside the command vehicle or command post in a 

strong vantage point position. Realize that we will never 

achieve a strategic level of command until we get the IC 

(you) in a strategic command post.  

   11.  Realize that the command system places you in a good 

commo position in the command post because the task and 

tactical levels are typically in lousy commo positions. Your 

role is to use the advantage of your positive position to assist 

(and sometimes save) the workers.  

   12.  Quickly assemble a standard command team. The sen-

ior advisor provides overall tactical/operational insight. The 

support officer eliminates distractions and static so the IC 

can focus on managing and protecting those in the hazard 

zone. 

    Remember, the incident step off is the initial radio com-

munications, all of the crews that are coming in to assist ex-

pect and deserve clear, direct and actionable instructions 

from the IC. When that occurs it sets the stage for an effi-

cient incident scene. 

Until next time be safe!    

Initial Communications and the Effective Message 
By Chief Nick LoCicero, Assistant Chief– Operations 

“Officium Paratus”  
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CHIEF: “Lead!”  

sion. He is also the president of the Tampa Firefight-

ers Museum and has held many fundraisers to support  

charitable organizations and initiatives which 

strengthen the ties between firefighters and the com-

munity. 

    “I’m very proud of Firefighter Kohan and happy to 

have him represent Tampa Fire Rescue as our Fire-

fighter of the Year. The selection process was not 

easy because we had such high-quality candidates,” 

said Fire Chief Tom Forward. “Our Firefighter of the 

Year is a direct reflection of the excellence of the peo-

ple who make up this organization,” Forward said. 

    Kohan was selected from the four quarterly award 

winners previously recognized by the Tampa City 

Council. The runners up were Captain Cory Schu-

macher, Captain Gerald Weaver and Firefighter Clay-

ton Weeks. Mayor Buckhorn also offered his congrat-

ulations in a tweet following the announcement: 

“Congrats to Matthew Kohan for your much deserved 

Firefighter of the Year award from @TampaFireRes-

cue. The city is lucky to have you!”    

KOHAN  

From left to right: Tampa Mayor Bob Buckhorn, Firefighter Mat-

thew Kohan, Emma Kohan, Megan Kohan, Fire Chief Tom For-

ward. Blaine Kohan, bottom center. 

acceptable. Do not hang people out to dry. And stop using 

gossip as a bonding tool. We’re professional firefighters, we 

can stop doing this. We fight fire. We go into burning build-

ings. We dive into frigid waters. We tear open cars to get to 

crushed patients. We bring people back from the dead! We 

can stop gossiping. We can make gossiping appear as awk-

ward as firefighters smoking a cigarette. We are all guilty in 

some form or fashion, but we can change. 

    Let’s eradicate any and all forms of racism and sexism 

from our stations. Anyone who engages in these untoward 

behaviors should be shunned and shamed by everyone. This 

behavior is so weak, stupid, and pathetic; it’s unbelievable 

that it still occurs in 2015. It occurs for one reason, because it 

is tolerated. Do not tolerate this behavior. It matters not if 

you are a chief or a rookie, have some intestinal fortitude and 

make it clear that this behavior is unacceptable. This behav-

ior belongs in the land of extinction. Hostility toward anyone 

on our department or within the community we serve due to 

race, gender, nationality, or religious affiliation is lame. It 

diminishes us all. We each must hold our fellow firefighters 

accountable. We must foster horizontal accountability. There 

is no reason for accountability to have to come from the top 

down unless all other forms have failed. Partners, hold your 

partner accountable if they start to slip, get sloppy, or rude. 

My parents were sticklers for accountability for myself and 

my five siblings, and I am honestly and eternally grateful to 

them. We all need a kick in the butt sometimes. A reminder 

of what our standards are. Officers, I expect you to do your 

job. You signed up for it, so realize that the promotion is 

more than a pay raise. It’s a responsibility. Hold your people 

accountable. Don’t be a pansy and everyone’s best friend. 

Don’t just wear the white shirt, be the white shirt. Lead! 

    Lose the “hard butt” attitude; we all know who these are. 

They seem to congregate at certain stations on certain shifts. 

They’re the ones that freeze you out when you walk in be-

cause you’re new and unknown and they are such hard core 

bad butts (at least they’re pretending to be). They’re the ones 

constantly testing you, usually in front of a large audience, 

setting you up to fail. I’m not saying we have to be warm and 

fuzzy all the time, but don’t be a jerk either. Just because you 

happen to join the force a few years earlier than others 

doesn’t mean you have a license to be a jerk. Firefighters are 

some of the nicest people I’ve known, but they can also be 

some of the meanest people I’ve met also. For some reason 

this behavior can be seen as strong or tough. But, it’s not; it’s 

a front. It’s generally weakness born from insecurity and a 

fragile sense of selfhood. Hardness that comes from feeling 

besieged and threatened by forces outside of your control, 

like suffering or failure.  

    There’s sometimes a high tolerance for unkindness in the 

fire service that wouldn’t be accepted in any other profes-

sion. I personally believe that’s one reason we’re seeing this 

uptick in alcohol and other substance abuse to name a few. 

It’s not only the trauma from our calls, but it’s the trauma we 

do to each other that wears mercilessly at our spirits. It is 

time for that to change. Awareness of other’s feelings takes 

intelligence and discipline. Be kind! The leaders many of us 

admire and emulate have never forgotten they have a heart. 

They aren’t afraid even to let their heart lead them in their 

decision-making at times. When it comes to serving others, 

how much we truly care can’t be feigned. Whether it’s from 

the public or members of our department, the level of respect 

and support we receive is directly related to how much the 

individuals believe we care and empathize with them.  

 

Until next time, stay safe out there and I’ll see you soon… 

https://twitter.com/TampaFireRescue
https://twitter.com/TampaFireRescue
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ARFF News 

A 
n ARFF unit was the first crew on scene when a 

tamale warehouse caught on fire in Drew Park near 

Tampa International Airport October 16. The crew 

began an initial attack on the fire using AFFF and 3,000 

gallons of water. Foam was chosen due to the early signs of 

brown smoke coming from the warehouse storing large 

quantities of vegetable oil and thousands of pounds of corn 

husk.  

    Initially, only the one ARFF unit responded due to re-

strictions set forth by the FAA. In particular, ARFF must 

always stay cognizant of remaining in “Index” so that the 

airport does not need to stop all aircraft operations. 

    Once this vehicle had exhausted its supply of water, an-

other ARFF vehicle staged and rotated in as soon as the first 

vehicle tank was filled at a nearby hydrant and ready to re-

spond. ARFF continued to assist other Tampa Fire Rescue 

crews to extinguish the fire. 

    The fire caused damage in excess of $1 million and re-

sulted in a total loss of the warehouse. Fortunately there 

were no injuries to either firefighters or employees of the 

company who used the warehouse. Following the investiga-

tion into the cause of the fire it was determined that the fire 

started due to an electrical malfunction.  

Warehouse fire near TIA 

Photo courtesy Tampa ARFF 

Home Shopping Network visits ARFF for video shoot 

 
    HSN’s film crew with host 

Adam Freeman, center, and 

his guest Samantha Brown, 

second from left, stopped by 

TIA ARFF Station October 

27 to capture some footage 

with ARFF 3.  

    Samantha Brown produces 

a line of luggage that is sold 

on the network. HSN will 

open a remote location at the 

main terminal and will be the 

site of future live shows. The 

popular shopping network 

will bring “retail-tainment” 

to the main terminal through 

a new store called “Shop 

HSN.” The promotional add 

is currently running on HSN. 
Photo courtesy Tampa ARFF 


